Abstract. In this note we consider band-or tridiagonal-matrices of order k, whose elements above, on, and below the diagonal are denoted by bi, ai, c i. In the periodic case, i.e. bi+m=b ~ etc., we derive for k=nm and k~nm--I formulas for the charm acteristic polynomial and the eigenvectors under the assumption that Ilcib~>O.
Introduction

Throughout this note a i, b i and c i for i ----
The square mn by mn matrix obtained from B. when the first and last columns are deleted is called a periodic band matrix and is denoted by B:. If the bottom row and last column of B~ are deleted the resulting mn--I by mn-t matrix is also called a periodic band matrix and is denoted by B:'. In justification of this terminology it should be observed that B~ has the same form as B, except that m has been replaced by mn and the elements are periodic. That is, if the elements of B~ are denoted by a~, b i and c i with 1<--i<--mn then ai+m=ai, bi+m=bi, Ci+m=C i.
As far as we know R6zsA and LOVASS-NAGY of Budapest were the first to make a systematic study of periodic band matrices with re>l, and in particular [2] and [3] contain the complete solution for m= 2. Our interest in the subject stems from a lecture which R6ZSA held at the University of Hamburg in the summer semester, 1966. This lecture was devoted to the proof of the following theorem, which generalizes the result [3] to the case of arbitrary m: 
Our reasons for writing are threefold. First, our method is wholly elementary, while RrZSA used a number of advanced tools from the algebra of matrices and determinants. Second, we obtain results for B~ as well as B", while RrzsA was able, he said, to get results in the case of arbitrary m for B~ only. Third, we treat the general case while R6ZSA'S analysis applies only to the symmetric case
In particular, we shall find that RrZSA'S result continues to hold in the asymmetric case, if the factor b~ on the left is replaced by b,,,c x and the factor bib2.., b,~ on the right is replaced by ~.
The Recursive Solution
Let x' be an m-dimensional column vector with components (xl, x2, ..., x,~) and let x be an (m+ 2)-dimensional column vector with components Evidently 2 is a characteristic value for B' if and only if the system B' x'= 2 x' has a nontriviai solution x'. Since x I = 0 implies x' = 0 we can suppose that xx-----t.
The system B'x'=2x' has an uns~wnmetric structure because two columns were deleted in passing from B to B'. But the system Bx=2x' has a very sym- We have by the Cayley-Hamilton theorem
and hence with M,,= A"
Setting t--cos 0, where 0 is a real or complex angle, we see that the solution of the difference equation (3) are known. These initial values can be found by the formula of Remark t or by recursive solution of (1). Of course the recursive solution gives x i for all i, but if i is large, the formula of Remark 4 is simpler and more accurate.
where ~ is a characteristic value/or Bn or B~, as the case may be. Let the corresponding characteristic vector be (xi) with t<--iNmn or l<_i<_mn--t, respectively. Then/or ~ = O, t, 2 .... and t <_ l~ m we have
• 1 sin j0 Oi sin(j--l)0 x'ni ~=Q~-~inO Xm+z-- sin0 x~ where o = Vc-]b.
The interest of the result is that it gives x i for all i as soon as ~ and the initial values
The Characteristic Polynomial
The polynomial of degree n defined by 
_I(t)--IU~_~(t).
Applying Remark I to B~ and B~, using (6) and the relation G÷I (t) + G-l(t) = 2tG(t)
we obtain
Remark 5. Let t = t (,~) be defined by 2zt = p,. (~) + s,, (~). Then the characteristic polynomial o/ B'~ is ~'~ U, (t) --p,~ (~) ~"-~ V~_~ (t) t 58 L. ELSNER and R. M. REDHEFFER : and the characteristic polynomial o! B~ is ,e-~s,._~ (.~) v,,_~ (t) under the convention that s o (2) = t.
Remark 5 gives identities similar to those of Remark 2 for B'. and B~. In particular, setting $= 0 we get the constant term of the characteristic equation,
Since the choice 0=~/2 in (5) 
Conditions for Real Roots
In this section we give conditions under which B~ and B~' have at least m nconst distinct real roots as n-~ c~. It is convenient to assume that x is real and positive, and of course, that a i, b i and c i are real.
The desired results can be read off from a plot of y = t (2) together with the horizontal lines k~ To discuss the corresponding graphical interpretation for B'n we note that a plot of u.(t) Y= u._l(t) vs. t consists of n continuous curves, in each of which y ranges from --oo to oo. The equation
U.(t)
p~ (2) = n ~r._ 1 (0 given by Remark 5 therefore has at least one real root in each interval on which the graph of t(2) joins one line (8) to an adjacent one, and also in each of the two unbounded intervals. These portions of the graph are indicated by the round dots in the figure.
We now introduce the following definition: The latter representation is unique. Other characterizations can be obtained by writing
and integrating to get P(x).
The graphical interpretation of the foregoing discussion leads to the following:
Remark 6. Let ai, b~, c i and ~=V ~ be real, with ~>0. Let a polynomial t(2) be defined by 2~t t(2)=p~(~) + s~ (2). 
Then i/t (~) is a polynomial o/
,(O)+q,~(O).
It is evident that t is a Gaussian integer (that is, t=o~+fli with a and fl integers) and the same is true of U~_l(t). Since Remark 2 gives Sm_x(0)=(--)'~-lDm-1, we conclude that Dk-l= Dr,-1 " (Gaussian integer).
The Gaussian integer in the equation is necessarily real, as the D/s are real, and thus, the proof is complete• We get analogous results for sequences of polynomials which are recursively defined by p0:l, pl(2)=a--2,
pi+l(2):(a--2)pi(2)+bp~_1(2 )
for arbitrary a, b. Here we have: If ilm, then p,_l (2)lPm-~ (2) (e.g. p~ (2)= [7, (2)).
